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I've helped a women who made sculptures out of paper
make a living selling her art.
One guy took his deep dedication to solving low-cost
and green transportation by designing and selling a
battery powdered passenger trike.
A woman who wanted to share her cultural background
started holding workshops and retreats for travelers
and personal growth students who wanted to learn
about that culture and its ways.

 ne of the things I love about small business owners is their
creativity. In the 18 years I've been working with you, small
business owners around the world, I've learned that one
can make a business out of almost anything. 

Many of my email subscribers have been in business for a
decade or more, quietly making money that supports them
or provides a needed extra income. Truly, the potential is
there.

The 4 
"M" Words
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THE 4 "M" WORDS

But you have to have a structure to make money in any
business, and that's where the 4 "m" words come in.
These are necessary for every business owner, from
big to small. We work on these in my CEO Circle
Community, along with the personal growth and
support necessary to be happy and successful in
business. (Check out the CEO Circle at
confidentmarketer.com/ceo-circle.)

The 4 "m"s are:

Mission - you really need to know your why and be
able to share that succinctly with prospective
customers.

Making Money With Freebies
Blog Post Shortcuts (one of her most popular products)
Copywriting Cheat Sheets

Message - Your message must be crystal clear to attract your best customers and repel
those who are not your customers.
Model - you need to choose a business model that will work well for your business.
One-to-one, one-to-many, membership - the ideas are endless but you need to test
out whether the model you want to use will work for what you are offering and for your
ideal customers.
Market - your ability to crawl inside the head of your best customers, truly understand
why they buy from you, will lead you to success faster than anything else.

My challenge for you this week, if you are serious about expanding your business or
building something new, is to focus on answering those 4 "m"s.

I want to mention several products I use almost daily from Karon Thackston. 

Go to this link to check out these inexpensive but useful tools (this is my affiliate link):
confidentmarketer.com/karon.

To your sweet success,
Sue Painter
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